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Requiem. A forbidden word. The name of a lost kingdom, the homeland of dragons. Yet there are

some who remember Requiem, who will fight to see it rise again . . .This bundle includes all three

novels in Requiem for Dragons, an epic fantasy trilogy about myth, memory, and dragonfire.BOOK

1: DRAGONS LOST -- The kingdom of dragons is all but forgotten. The Cured Temple now rules

over the ashes of that lost realm. Yet some still carry the dragon magic. Some still whisper the

forbidden word: "Requiem..."BOOK 2: DRAGONS REBORN -- The last dragons in the world, only a

handful of souls, bind together. They fly again. They fight the Cured Temple. They cry out in the

open sky: "Remember Requiem!"BOOK 3: DRAGONS RISING -- The Cured Temple's armies

swarm across land, sea, and sky. The world's last dragons fly to face them... vowing to defeat the

Temple and see Requiem rise again.
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The books were good, a lot of characters you needed to keep straight. Discription of each character



was given a little to much. It had a lot of drama, emotions went from "are you serious" to "I'm about

to choke someone" to wanting to "cry at the cruelty and injustice toward the innocent lives that were

taken because of being different".

Enjoyed the characterizations and fantasy. The concepts and themes and lands were interesting.

But it went on too long without our heroes winning. Started to get too depressing. But I love her

story writing and descriptions - great imagination.

Exciting, adventurous dragon story with some great details and very good character

development...good summer read and a bit more sophisticated than many previous dragon novels.

Overall, I enjoyed it. A few things struck me as a little cornball-y, enough to make me roll my eyes,

particularly in regards to Requiem, a place that has been gone for generations at this point. While I

get the idea of wanting a place where they can be themselves and why they're in love with the idea,

it just came off goofy to me. So, while I'm not jumping to buy the other books in the series, I'll

probably get them at some point when I need something else to read.

It started out one against the world, but turned into us against the world. The twists & turns never

seemed to work in their favor. In the end there was pain & loss , but also new life! Thanks for a great

trilogy.

This trilogy offered a twist on dragon/ human relationships. The fellowship among dragons was

intense and the the hatred for them even more so. It was a good collection of characters and place.

I loved the characters. I enjoyed how each personality progressed through the books. I was sad

when a Vir Requis was lost. The storyline was fast and exciting. I will look for the other Arenson

books

It's not war and peace, but it will draw you in and touch your heart. A worthy read. I look forward to

reading more about these WELL conceived characters and their world.
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